
So, how does the iZone work?
Right Handed Players—Use the iZone with the iShield that covers 
your left eye (the eye closest to your target).

Left Handed Players—Use the iZone with the iShield that 
covers your right eye (the eye closest to your target).

• Address the golf ball as you normally would with your 
choice of golf club while wearing the iZone.

• Look down at the golf ball with both eyes open, making 
sure that your view of the ball is not obstructed.

• The back stroke—Begin your back stroke. As you swing, if you move your head too far 
away from the ball it will completely disappear from view. 

• The finish position—If you raise your head or lift your eyes away from the ball prior to 
impact, your view of the ball will be obstructed by the expanded nose-piece. If you continue 
your swing with this obstructed view, or “come out of the shot,” you will likely “top” the ball or 
experience a shot that generally does not become airborne or travel the required distance. 

For some people, the most eye movement occurs during the finish of the stroke. If you are one of these players, then use 
the iShield over your eye farthest from the target. If you move your head or take your eyes off the ball before impact, the 
ball will completely disappear from view.

StanceCheck’s iZone is a revolutionary, patented training aid that will be coming to 
market soon. The iZone was invented by professional baseball coach Gene Glynn 
and the late, great former player, manager and coach, Don Baylor, to teach hitters 
how to keep their dominant eye fixed on the pitcher and his release point, so they 
are in a better position to detect velocity and see spin sooner. The iZone now also 
helps recreational golfers overcome the hardest of all habits to break in 
golf—looking up just before or at the moment of impact. 

According to Bobby Luzzi, StanceCheck’s Vice President of Golf Operations, the vast 
majority of recreational golfers have too much eye movement 
during their swing, causing them to hit behind the ball, 
reducing spin and causing low trajectory, and causing 
poor direction as the shot came up short.

These golfers, according to Luzzi, often look up from the 
shot, causing them to “top” the ball, and in most cases 
causing it not to even become airborne. Luzzi believes that 
“while your stance, grip, swing plane, weight shift, and 
follow through are all important, if you want to improve 
your scoring potential and see immediate results, you 
must first fix the number one swing flaw in golf.”

The iZone will be offered at a special introductory price of only $39.95 (MSRP $89.95). 
That’s not much to spend to dramatically lower your scores. And upon launch, for a 
limited time, a high quality protective case ($6.95) value, will be included free of 
charge with each iZone purchase.

If you wish to have your name placed on the StanceCheck customer information 
list so you can be notified when the iZone is available for purchase, please email 
your full name, email address and telephone number to info@stancecheck.com.


